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Correspondence
In praise of Professor Lotfi ZadehIt scarcely seems possible that Professor Lotfi Zadeh is
90 years old, and that I have knownhim for 49 years. Since 1961,
every time I meet him, he never seems to age in his ‘‘uniform’’
of black dress pants and hounds-tooth checkered sports coat.
Of course, he himself has humorously and self-deprecatingly
characterized that ‘‘once you sank to the lowest point, you
cannot age anymore’’. I prefer to think of him as ageless and
forever generous, especially with young scholars.
In 1961, I was beginning my assistant professorship when
I first met Professor Zadeh. Although we were in different
institutions and on two different coasts in the US, he was most
generous with his time and introduced me to some established
figures in system theory at that time. In 1963, I spent one
semester at UC Berkeley on sabbatical leave, where he was
chairman of the Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences
department. Despite his other duties, he and his wife, Fay,
often invited other young scholars and I to his home and to
other scholarly meetings. We benefitted enormously from his
tutelage.
If I remember correctly, it was 1964 when he spent a
sabbatical at MIT and gave the very first talk (before the
publication of the first fuzzy set paper) on fuzzy set. I was
privileged to be in the audience on this historic occasion.
People have asked me: ‘‘how come you did not follow the
lead of Professor Zadeh and devote yourself to the study and
advancement of fuzzy control, as others have done?’’ I must
confess that after accepting the challenge of designing a fuzzy
set controller for automatically parking a car – a problem posed
by Prof. Zadeh – I found the problem too difficult, after studying
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and differential games seemed much easier. As a result, my
research efforts oriented away from fuzzy control. Itmay seema
lucky retreat forme or a rationalization that, only 46 years later,
TV commercials first began reporting on a rudimentary version
of an automatic car parker.
Professor Zadeh is always unfailingly courteous. One can
never get him to go through a door ahead of oneself, no
matter what your age! He not only possesses exquisite taste in
research, but also in beauty. In his younger days, he was always
with a camera photographing people and objects. It is my honor
and privilege to have known Professor Zadeh.
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